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1. Technical features. Input 1. Technical features. Input 

Voltage

nominal 

110-230 Vac +/- 10% - 50/60 Hz +/- 1Hz sinusoidal phase with 

automatic voltage selection  

input protection Dual input fuse accessible to the rear panel

Bipolar circuit breaker with back light panel Filter EMI / EMC with 

leakage current to GND max 500uA

battery thermal protection 

Output Characteristics of Pulse Current selectable - maximum current pulse

3,2kAmp to 100% with power

pre-selectable pulse heating.

Signs and user 

interface equipment 

TFT-LCD touch screen indication of 

ready - visual and sound

Welding Reporting in progress and took place - visual and sound

Power setting of welding and ability to

custom program storage.

output protections collet open detection temperature detection 

charge accumulator

Detection residual charge of welding

hardware Equipment removable connections for retractable cables

Pedal activation pliers 

autoclavable

Ingress Protection Apparatus = IP40

= IP64 LCD screen can be disinfected with liquids.

sound pressure LpA = 59.57 dB (A) 2 LpC-peak = 

58.8 dB (C) 3 = 0,35 Pa

LwA = 69.14 dB (A)

dielectric strength Input / Pliers-Pedal 1550 Vac 50Hz 1min

Input / GND 1550 Vac 50Hz 1min Pliers-Pedal / GND 1550 

Vac 50Hz 1min Pliers-Pedal-Input / touch screen 1550 Vac 50Hz 

1min

Environmental conditions

utilization 

Ambient temperature: -10 ° <Temp.amb. <+ 40 °

Relative humidity: 0% / 90% Atmospheric 

Pressure: 500/1060 hPa

Environmental conditions of 

storage and

transport

Ambient temperature: -20 ° <Temp.amb. <+ 60 ° Relative 

humidity: 10% / 100% - non-condensing

Atmospheric pressure: 500/1060 hPa

Input fuse 6,3A-T 250 Vac

mechanical dimensions 37cm x 32cm x H19cm 

Weight 8kg
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2. Functional Overview and purpose.2. Functional Overview and purpose.

Premise

The intraoral welder JD WELD It is composed of 2 cards that perform the control function to the components that The intraoral welder JD WELD It is composed of 2 cards that perform the control function to the components that The intraoral welder JD WELD It is composed of 2 cards that perform the control function to the components that 

generates the current pulses.

These energy pulses have as an end of the welding wire of different diameter titanium abutment already in work, 

that is, allow the fixing of a titanium wire between abutments of dental implant systems. The system is controlled 

through an interface type LCD touch screen.

Overview of welding methods

The intraoral welder JD WELD It allows the welding by means of fusion between two bodies held in contact The intraoral welder JD WELD It allows the welding by means of fusion between two bodies held in contact The intraoral welder JD WELD It allows the welding by means of fusion between two bodies held in contact 

between two leads / electrodes. The welding is caused by the passage of a high current in a very narrow 

conductive channel, in this channel, the temperature has a sudden rise, which allows the two bodies to merge 

and weld together in solidarity.

The quality of welding is directly linked to the contact surface of the two bodies, the more the surface is 

restricted, the better the welding and its seal. This is because you get a higher current density at the point of 

sliding and therefore a higher melting temperature. The parameters that determine the welding energy are: 

IxIxTxR expressed = Energy in Joules, where I is the circulating current, T is the time during which this current 

flows, and R is the resistance of the material. The transmission of this current is carried through the tips of the 

forceps, electrodes. These test leads / electrodes are designed

so as to allow a pressure and a

optimal positioning on the parts to be welded and maintain a constant pressure both before and during welding. 

A lower pressure would create interspace between the parties with the possibility of generation of sparks. Both 

the caliper that the test leads / electrodes are of material with high electrical and thermal conductivity, the first 

allows a large flow channel for the current and the second allows the extraction of heat generated by welding to 

the clamp and not towards the abutments.

Electrodes, caliper and the connection cables with the cable connectors, must be kept in good condition by 

avoiding the deposition of dirt or other substances; this in order to maintain the equivalent resistance of the 

electrode-caliper-circuit-connector cables of much less than that between the abutment and contact wire.
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welding Phases

The intraoral welding process involves three phases:

1) Preparation Phase: the ends of the electrodes are juxtaposed to 'abutment (abutment) and the titanium Preparation Phase: the ends of the electrodes are juxtaposed to 'abutment (abutment) and the titanium 

wire so that they are in contact, make sure that there are no residues between wire and abutments. Place in a 

stable manner the caliper and its electrodes and let the caliper armies pressure through the springs, this 

pressure is necessary to maintain such contact and the correct position during welding.

2) Welding phase: the pressure of the pedal, an electrical current is transferred from the machine to the Welding phase: the pressure of the pedal, an electrical current is transferred from the machine to the 

electrodes, generating an increase in temperature which leads to the fusion (sincristalizzazione). The main 

welding step is preceded by a first heating pulse of the material. The complete phase lasts approximately 3 

seconds and the transfer of energy within a few milliseconds. This transfer speed allows a residual heating 

negligible.

3) Cooling phase: the gripper must be kept tight until the end of the cycle indicated by the final beep and Cooling phase: the gripper must be kept tight until the end of the cycle indicated by the final beep and 

the return in the state of "Ready" appliance. There cooling phase, which lasts about 3-4 seconds, it is very the return in the state of "Ready" appliance. There cooling phase, which lasts about 3-4 seconds, it is very the return in the state of "Ready" appliance. There cooling phase, which lasts about 3-4 seconds, it is very 

important since the heat generated by the welding is absorbed by the electrodes, which have a lower thermal 

resistance of titanium, and not It flows towards the abutment, preventing tissue heating. It is however resistance of titanium, and not It flows towards the abutment, preventing tissue heating. It is however resistance of titanium, and not It flows towards the abutment, preventing tissue heating. It is however resistance of titanium, and not It flows towards the abutment, preventing tissue heating. It is however 

recommended, especially at high powers over 60% or abutment with a smaller diameter, a use of 

cooling such as water and / or air present on the dental chair.
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functional Overview

The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a component designed to accumulation of energy. This stored energy is The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a component designed to accumulation of energy. This stored energy is The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a component designed to accumulation of energy. This stored energy is 

adjustable according to the type of material that is going to be welded.

At the pedal pressure is accumulated energy that will allow welding. This step is repeated for each weld to be 

performed. During the pause / standby phases of the system is absorbed a negligible current from the mains. 

The stored energy is then released instantly into two different phases:

- The first stage preheats the material subjected to welding and makes it possible to prepare the 

main energy download for the next phase of welding. The phase of preheating of the material 

applies an energy lower than that which will be provided during the main phase. This energy is 

automatically adjusted according to the selection of welding power.

- The phase of main welding applies the energy to carry out in an optimal manner the joining of 

materials. This energy is selectable through the user interface and must be chosen according to the 

material that must be welded.

The two phases occur consecutively and automatically after depressing the pedal, in the case of selection of the 

single pulse function will be provided a single pulse.

The energy emitted by the intraoral welder JD WELD It is instantaneous, and causes a fusion between the parts The energy emitted by the intraoral welder JD WELD It is instantaneous, and causes a fusion between the parts The energy emitted by the intraoral welder JD WELD It is instantaneous, and causes a fusion between the parts 

to be welded: abutment and titanium wire. The very small period of heating and the heat dissipation on the part 

of the electrodes, does not allow an abutment of the heating itself. The patient will not experience any heating.

The low voltage used for generating the welding current is optimized in such a way as to perform a perfect 

welding in complete safety with a remote possibility of generation of sparks.

The energy management to be applied is fully selectable by the operator depending on the material.

The user interface allows, in fact, to select the type of material in a simple and intuitive and the different 

dimensions of the wire solder. The energy for welding is selected from the intraoral welder JD WELD according to dimensions of the wire solder. The energy for welding is selected from the intraoral welder JD WELD according to dimensions of the wire solder. The energy for welding is selected from the intraoral welder JD WELD according to 

the type of material and its dimensions, such preselection configures the optimum energy for the type of welding 

chosen.

If the operator needs a different amount of power, it can operate through the touch screen panel by varying the 

welding energy and storing the new set value. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a visual sound system that welding energy and storing the new set value. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a visual sound system that welding energy and storing the new set value. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a visual sound system that 

marks the exact timing of the operations to be performed and indicates the presence of a defect.
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The operator, in fact, receives the signals "Ready", "Running" and "Waiting." These signals are displayed clearly 

on the LCD screen and coded (through their number and length) from acoustic signals that allow the operator to 

not divert attention from the labor camp.

The welding takes place through the use of special grippers.

These pliers have an ergonomic shape and an optimal arrangement of the electrodes for the welding phase.

The calipers are disconnectable from the intraoral welder JD WELD, this allows the sterilization process of the The calipers are disconnectable from the intraoral welder JD WELD, this allows the sterilization process of the The calipers are disconnectable from the intraoral welder JD WELD, this allows the sterilization process of the 

grippers in an autoclave, also the touch screen panel has a protection that allows a thorough cleaning without 

altering the operation. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a user interface that allows complete control of the altering the operation. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a user interface that allows complete control of the altering the operation. The intraoral welder JD WELD It uses a user interface that allows complete control of the 

system. 

The large LCD screen gives a clear display of parameters and function being run.

The interface is of type LCD touch screen with the direct pressure of the screen you can browse the product 

menu and enter values or to check the instrument. After switching on, the operator will select the type and size 

of the material for the preselection of the welding energy, but may possibly vary it at will as a function of a 

different response of the system and the field of application. These changes may be stored for a subsequent 

use. The intraoral welder JD WELD also it has a user interface section, which allows the detection and the setting use. The intraoral welder JD WELD also it has a user interface section, which allows the detection and the setting use. The intraoral welder JD WELD also it has a user interface section, which allows the detection and the setting 

of certain operation parameters. The parameters consulted in the diagnostic section can be useful

in phase of

troubleshoot malfunctions. The intraoral welder JD WELD It has a control system that checks the state of the troubleshoot malfunctions. The intraoral welder JD WELD It has a control system that checks the state of the troubleshoot malfunctions. The intraoral welder JD WELD It has a control system that checks the state of the 

system before, during and after welding. These checks are carried out on-line and detect:

- the eventual opening of the grippers in the launch phase of the weld not allowing the execution of the 

same.

- the temperature outside the safe range of accumulator charge and do not allow the use of the machine 

until the return of the temperature within the range determined.

- the presence of a residue in the accumulator of energy, which is synonymous with welding performed 

incorrectly or not performed welding.

- the failure to charge the accumulator of energy.

- the presence of the auxiliary voltages for the control and management of the system.
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3. Rules for safe use3. Rules for safe use

This device has been developed and tested to comply with safety standards and with national and international 

regulations; Therefore, a high level of electrical safety is ensured.

Warning!

It requires the user to carefully read these operating instructions before using the device and 

observe all safety notes and the information contained herein. Proper use of the tool is required for its safety 

function.

Warning!

The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the The intraoral welder JD WELD It must be used from Doctors-Medical and / or Dentists who are aware of the 

applications of the device including the treatment parameters, the effects on the tissues, the possible side 

effects, limits,

contraindications, treatment of complications, etc.

The use of the equipment should take place in the laboratory medical / dental

Warning!

The device and its accessories are supplied in a non-sterile. Before use, provide for appropriate 

cleaning, disinfection or sterilization.

Warning!

The use of the device on patients with pacemakers or other types of electronic media is not 

recommended. The welding machine during the welding produces peak of high magnetic fields and 

short electrical disturbances

duration. 

Warning!

The use of intraoral welder "JD WELD" in conjunction with other electrical appliances both therapeutic 

and diagnostic should be avoided. Electrical appliances may interfere with each other, if this is not 

possible, to minimize the possibility of interference by spacing the equipment.
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NOTES ON THE INSTALLATION AND USE

Place the apparatus in a manner such that the disconnection from the power supply device, namely the cable Place the apparatus in a manner such that the disconnection from the power supply device, namely the cable 

network the cup socket on the rear panel, is easily accessible.network the cup socket on the rear panel, is easily accessible.

Do not use the equipment contained in the package delivery in:

- areas at risk of explosion

- in the presence of flammable anesthetics or volatile solvents such as alcohol, gasoline, etc. Do not 

store or use the tool in damp rooms.

Avoid dripping or splashing liquids near the instrument: the device is not protected against the penetration of 

liquids. The intraoral welder JD WELD and accessories can be repaired only by the Technical Service of the liquids. The intraoral welder JD WELD and accessories can be repaired only by the Technical Service of the liquids. The intraoral welder JD WELD and accessories can be repaired only by the Technical Service of the 

manufacturer or authorized by the same.

Warning!

No modification of this equipment is allowed.

Do not modify this equipment without the manufacturer's permission. In case of modification of the device, it is to 

ensure its continued safe use must perform appropriate examinations and tests.

The manufacturer is not liable for damage caused by tampering with the instrument by unauthorized persons; 

tampering will lose any right to claim or guarantee.

Warning!

The use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein may 

cause unsuitable or poor workmanship.

Use the instrument only with the accessories provided and stated in the package. The instrument may only be 

opened by technical personnel of the manufacturer or authorized.

Warning!

Before opening the device and before changing the fuses, always disconnect the power outlet.

Warning!

During the welding step is recommended, especially at high powers over 60% or abutment with a smaller 

diameter, a use of cooling such as water and / or air present on the dental chair.
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4. Planting Requirements4. Planting Requirements

During installation make sure that the following requirements are also met in the future.

- The voltage set on the instrument corresponds to the mains voltage at the installation site.

- The electric cable is the only one used for this instrument.

- All cables, sockets and plugs are in complete compliance with the regulations in force for electrical 

systems.

- Make sure the clamps are properly connected to the unit.

CAUTION

To avoid risk of electric shock, this appliance must be connected

only to supply mains with protective earth.

CAUTION

The medical equipment must only be connected to a sinusoidal electrical source with the following 

characteristics: 

- should not vary by ± 10% of the declared nominal voltage (110-230Vac) 

- shall not vary by ± 1Hz of the declared nominal frequency (50-60Hz) 

- adopt the protective measures described IEC60364-4-41

Do not connect to the mains if these guidelines are not respected

5. Shift device5. Shift device

During the displacement should be avoided as sudden change of temperature, this could in fact cause 

condensation. If the intraoral welder JD WELD is subjected to this sudden change of temperature, wait at condensation. If the intraoral welder JD WELD is subjected to this sudden change of temperature, wait at condensation. If the intraoral welder JD WELD is subjected to this sudden change of temperature, wait at condensation. If the intraoral welder JD WELD is subjected to this sudden change of temperature, wait at 

least 3 hours before connecting the appliance to the mains and turn it on. For the transport of the product least 3 hours before connecting the appliance to the mains and turn it on. For the transport of the product 

in the respective section.

6. Requirements installation ambient and operator Use the intraoral welder JD WELD in a dry place and do 6. Requirements installation ambient and operator Use the intraoral welder JD WELD in a dry place and do 6. Requirements installation ambient and operator Use the intraoral welder JD WELD in a dry place and do 6. Requirements installation ambient and operator Use the intraoral welder JD WELD in a dry place and do 

not expose to rain or liquid spills. 

During the installation make sure that the environment where it operates there are no concentrations of 

flammable gases or liquids, including solvents and adhesives alcoholic solutions disinfectants that if used must 

be left to evaporate before turning on the equipment.

Operation of this equipment could generate sparks, the operator and the patient must wear protective 

equipment such as goggles and gloves.

7. Malfunction System7. Malfunction System

In case an abnormality occurs during operation of the intraoral welder JD WELD not be solved by following the In case an abnormality occurs during operation of the intraoral welder JD WELD not be solved by following the In case an abnormality occurs during operation of the intraoral welder JD WELD not be solved by following the 

instructions in the user manual, disconnect the device from the mains and contact our Customer Service.
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8. Compliance with standards8. Compliance with standards

The product corresponding to the electrical safety class I applied part attributable to BF type CALIPER is 

responsive to the following standards if activated with the requirements listed below: 

- CEI EN 60601-1: 2006 Medical electrical equipment. General Requirements for Safety.

- CEI EN 60601-1-2: 2010 Medical electrical equipment. Electromagnetic compatibility - requirements and tests. 

The

equipment two-way radios for telecommunications can to influence the

operation of the device.

The cables used by the machine are as follows:

- cable length for welding gun max 1,2Mt.

- cable for pedal activator length max 2Mt.

- network cable length max. 2 Mt.

Cables of a length exceeding could lead to emissions or different degrees of immunity of the device.

electromagnetic emissions

Emissions Test compliance Environment

RF emissions CEI EN 55011 / 

A1 / A2 CISPR11 

Group1 The intraoral welder JD WELD It does not use RF The intraoral welder JD WELD It does not use RF The intraoral welder JD WELD It does not use RF 

energy that can influence external devices. 

RF emissions CEI EN 55011 / 

A1 / A2 CISPR11 

Class B The intraoral welder JD WELD is suitable for use in The intraoral welder JD WELD is suitable for use in The intraoral welder JD WELD is suitable for use in 

environments powered by the home network into 

alternating voltage of the value: 230V +/- 10% +/- 10% 

-110V

Harmonic emissions IEC 61000-3-2 Class A

Emissions of voltage fluctuations / 

flicker 61000-3- 3 / A1

Complies 

electromagnetic Immunity

Immunity Test Test Level Liv. compliance electromagnetic 

Environment

Electrostatic 

Discharge (ESD) CEI EN 

61000-4-2

+ / - 6 kV contact 

+/- 8kV

up in the air

+ / - 6 kV contact

+ / - 8kV in the air 

support Support

wood or material

insulating

Electrical Fast Transient 

IEC 61000-

4-4 / A1 / A2

+ / - 2 kV for 

power supply

+ / -1kV for 

inputs / outputs

+ / - 2 kV for 

power supply

+ / -1kV for 

inputs / outputs

Mains voltage of quality 

similar to a domestic 

environment or

outpatient

Pulse IEC + / -1kV so + / -1kV so Mains voltage
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61000-4-5 / A1 differential

+ / -2kV so

common

differential

+ / -2kV so

common

quality similar to domestic 

environment or

outpatient

Breaks and holes

voltage CEI EN 

61000-4-11 / A1

0% nominal V (voltage 

of the hole

100% for 10mSec) 

40% of nominal V 

(voltage of the hole

60% for 

100mSec) 70% of 

nominal V (voltage of 

the hole

30% for 

500mSec) 0% 

nominal V (voltage 

dip of 100% for 5Sec)

0% V nominal (voltage 

dip of 100% for 

10mSec) 40% of 

nominal V (voltage dip 

of 60% for 100mSec) 

70% of nominal V 

(voltage dip of 30% for 

500mSec) 0% nominal 

V (voltage dip 100% for 

5Sec)

Mains voltage of quality 

similar to a domestic 

environment or

outpatient

Magnetic field

CEI EN 61000-4-8 / A1 3A / m 1 minutes 

3A / m 1 minutes Check the functionality of the 

device near equipment with 

strong magnetic fields.

electromagnetic Immunity

Immunity Test Test Level liv.di Compliance Electromagnetic Environment

The RF transceivers for 

portable communications 

equipment should not be used 

close to welding

intraoral. Use the 

recommended separation 

distances

Conducted RF IEC

EN 61000-4-6 / A1 3 kV rms. - 150kHz80 MHz 

3 kV rms. - 150kHz

80 MHz 

D = 1.17 x [P] exp (1/2)

Radiated RF IEC 

61000-4-3 

3V / m 80 MHz to

2.5GHz 

3V / m 80 MHz to

2.5GHz 

D = 1.17 x [P] exp (1/2) from

80 to 1500 MHz - 12W D = 1.23 

x [P] exp (1/2) from 1500MHz to 

2,5GHz- 12W
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Where P is the maximum power 

of the transmitter in watts and D is the 

recommended separation distance in

meters. Some radio 

transceiver equipment may have 

powers greater than stated, in 

that case confirm that the welding 

capabilities.

Maximum 

transmitter 

power

(W)

Recommended separation distance (Mt)

150kHz to 80 MHz

D = 1.17 x [P] exp (1/2)

80 to 1500 MHz - 12W

D = 1.17 x [P] exp (1/2)

12W at 1500MHz 2,5GHz-

D = 1.17 x [P] exp (1/2)

0.01 0.12 0.12 0.23

0.1 0.38 0.38 0.73

1 1.2 1.2 2.3

10 3.8 3.8 7.3

100 12 12 23

Use the formula given in the tables for transmitters over the full power rating indicated. 
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9. Managing end device life.9. Managing end device life.

In accordance with current regulations the electrical and electronic equipment at the end of life (electronic waste 

or WEEE) must be disposed of with separate collection and sent to authorized treatment centers.

The intraoral welding equipment for medical use are classified as household WEEE and as such should be 

strictly returned after use to the manufacturer, who will at his own expense to retire, the eventual recovery of 

reusable parts or sending to disposal sites.

The equipment subject to the provisions of the above reports in the rear the symbol shown below 

which indicates that the equipment has been introduced onto the market after 13 August 2005 and must be 

disposed of separately.

The eventual disposal of WEEE as municipal waste can cause potentially harmful effects on the environment 

and on human health due to the presence of hazardous substances inside the equipment.

In the case of illegal disposal of such waste are provided for administrative sanctions against the 

defaulting.
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10. Packaging content.

pcs Template Description Code

1 JD WELD KIT Complete intraoral welder 

Kit JD WELD Kit JD WELD 

8019

The complete kit includes the following components

1 JD WELD welding apparatus intraoral JD welding apparatus intraoral JD 

WELD 

8064

1 NB220 PEDAL Pedal with cable 

activation. 

7967

1 JD WELD MANUAL Cd Manual Instructions for Use 
8067

1 NB151CABLE Pair cables for connection with 

pliers 

8030

1 NB151CLAMP complete with copper electrodes Caliper 

7125

1 NB236MNU User manual 
8067

1 OMEGA - PZ 220 10

20 

Mains cable - Schuko CEI 23-50 

S31

- JACK EN60320 - C13 (IEC 

320) CEE 7/4 - Lungh.2mt

2024

Caution

The use of material not mentioned in this list can

affect the welding and the correct use of the welder. In this case the expected warranty will 

be voided and the manufacturer declines

any liability of malfunction 
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11. packaging label

Description Product labels symbols:

= 
manufactured by

= 

product serial number - file number entered in Numbers

serie.xls of living in the manufacturer's network server.

=

production batch of the product - Batch number dialed

the digits of the month and the last two digits of the year of batch production 

- number entered with the serial number in the Numbers serie.xls files residing 

on the network server of the

producer

WELDER KIT CODE 8019 

8064 =

Product code kit (consisting of welding machine and accessories) and

code welder

= 

temperature limitations for storage and transportation.

= 

limitations of the relative humidity for the storage and

transport.

= 

limitations of the atmospheric pressure for storage

and transportation.
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12. Presentation device 

Front intraoral welder cod.8064 Vista.
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LCD - TOUCH SCREEN



 

Rear View intraoral welder cod. 8064
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INPUT NETWORK

SWITCH 

LABEL PLATE



 

View side intraoral welder connections cod. 8064
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PEDAL CONNECTION

CLAMP CONNECTIONS



 

13. accessories Presentation

Clamp - cod. 7125 - applied part type BF

Couple clamp cables - cod. 8030
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Pedal - cod. 7967

network - cable cod. 2024
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14. Label nameplate

WELDING MACHINE LABEL:

Description label symbols:

= manufactured by:

= read the instructions before using the product

= Dispose of the product as prescribed in chapter 9-= Dispose of the product as prescribed in chapter 9-

Managing end device life.

= 

product serial number - number entered in Numbers serie.xls files 

residing in the manufacturer's network server

production batch of the product - lot number consists of 

the digits for the month and the last

two digits of the year of batch production - number entered 

with the serial number in the Numbers serie.xls files residing 

on the network server

manufacturer

= Body number CE certification.
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WELDING MACHINE LABEL B:

Description label symbols:

=

It indicates that the device and its application of use towards the 

patient and operator are BF type, ie satisfies each functional 

requirement and safety prescribed in the regulations applied.
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15. Connections of devices 

Connect the various elements of the system as shown and viewed on subsequent images.

The connections must be carried out in a safe manner, especially those concerning the clamp circuit / wire / 

welding machine. In fact, this circuit the current flows that will perform the welding.  

The cable connection / cable gripper and / welding connection is obtained

through the insertion of the male connector and rotation to tighten the connector, the clamp-cable connector has 

a thread tightening, the cable-sealing connector has a snap connection.  

Connection cable - clamp

The cable connection to the gripper takes place by inserting the male pin into the clamp contact after 

loosening the ring nut. For the insertion of the male contact NOT it is necessary to disassemble the conical loosening the ring nut. For the insertion of the male contact NOT it is necessary to disassemble the conical 

contact or ferrule, the insertion occurs with the loose ring and left in place on the gripper.

gripper - conical contact - ring clamp 

connection Composition
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insert the male contact inserted into the pliers maintain the well-contact and tighten the ring nut clockwise. To 

disassemble the cable loosen the ring nut and pull the cable from the seat, it is not necessary to extract the ring 

from the pliers to extract the cable.

Connection cable clamp - welding machine

The cable connection to the welder is achieved by inserting the connector into the female contact seat and 

rotating it until the "click" of the same, make sure that the connector is fully tightened. To disconnect the 

connector to rotate counterclockwise and pull out from the seat.
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Foot Connection - welding machine

The connection of the pedal cable to the welder is achieved by inserting the connector into the female contact 

seat until the "click" of the same. To disconnect the connector pull the movable part and extract from the seat.

16. Operating the device Instructions

Power on 

After connecting the network cable into the cup socket and the home network with the security features 

described in the preceding paragraphs, turn on the intraoral welder JD WELD with the light switch on the rear described in the preceding paragraphs, turn on the intraoral welder JD WELD with the light switch on the rear described in the preceding paragraphs, turn on the intraoral welder JD WELD with the light switch on the rear 

panel. After the automatic check of the LCD panel up, the welder intraoral JD WELD it leads directly to the 

presentation of the selection of the diameter of the wire to be welded.
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wire diameter selection

Here through the proposed grid you can select the diameter to be used. 

Or will it be possible through the button "Custom" associate a power value and recall later. The settings for the Or will it be possible through the button "Custom" associate a power value and recall later. The settings for the Or will it be possible through the button "Custom" associate a power value and recall later. The settings for the 

power of custom diameters, will then be displayed in the following paragraph box.

Navigation key SetUp

the "Set Up" button present in different windows, allows navigation in the various sections of the software, this 

section will be described below.
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abutment Selection

After the selection of the diameter, the system proposes two buttons for the selection of the material: full or After the selection of the diameter, the system proposes two buttons for the selection of the material: full or After the selection of the diameter, the system proposes two buttons for the selection of the material: full or 

empty and the welding power values presetempty and the welding power values preset

is two buttonsis two buttons with values editable in the value of the welding power andwith values editable in the value of the welding power andwith values editable in the value of the welding power and

can be stored for later use, such a procedure is described below. After selecting the desired type of abutment is 

proposed to work real window.
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customization and storage power Routine

If the button is selected "Custom" It will be proposed to the value of power setting window.If the button is selected "Custom" It will be proposed to the value of power setting window.If the button is selected "Custom" It will be proposed to the value of power setting window.

In this appear four customizable keys for which it will be possible to modify and store the power for each of the 

operation window.

Navigation key Back

If during this selection of parameters or in other sections described below, you wish to return to the previous 

menu, you can do so via the button:
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operation window

In this window you are proposed:

- the diameter values and abutment selected previously ( diameter - abutments).the diameter values and abutment selected previously ( diameter - abutments).

- the relative power preset parameters   ( power).( power).

- the selection of the number of pulses performed during the welding phase ( change) button.the selection of the number of pulses performed during the welding phase ( change) button.

- the start key welding which has the same function as the activation pedal. ( start) button.the start key welding which has the same function as the activation pedal. ( start) button.

- cursor modification of welding power.

- field state machine (indicated by a dashed line in the image), indicates the state of the machine, in this field is 

present on the right the indication of the welding cycle and on the left the possible signaling of errors, discussed 

later.
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Slider to change power.

The central slider allows a customization of the welding power, simply drag the cursor and select the desired 

power.

This setting can be saved for future use only if you have previously selected the CUSTOM.

In this case there will be a rotary pushbutton "stores"In this case there will be a rotary pushbutton "stores"

pressing the button " Store " You will be asked to confirm or cancel the procedure. Subsequent to the pressing the button " Store " You will be asked to confirm or cancel the procedure. Subsequent to the pressing the button " Store " You will be asked to confirm or cancel the procedure. Subsequent to the 

storage will be possible to vary and possibly storing the same field for infinite times.
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Selection pulse numbers

With the button " Change "The operator can select the number of pulses to be executed during the welding With the button " Change "The operator can select the number of pulses to be executed during the welding With the button " Change "The operator can select the number of pulses to be executed during the welding 

phase.

Pressing the button changes the operator can choose the configuration to a pulse

Or the configuration to two pulses
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welding cycle

After the selection of all the parameters, the absence of alarm signals and in the presence of the written:

you can perform welding.

Place the electrodes on the components to be welded and press the pedal 1 time. After the pressure of the 

welding cycle begins, this is signaled acoustically with 1 short beep to indicate the beginning of the welding welding cycle begins, this is signaled acoustically with 1 short beep to indicate the beginning of the welding welding cycle begins, this is signaled acoustically with 1 short beep to indicate the beginning of the welding 

phase, which may have one or two pulses as selected. The  double Beep It indicates the end of the welding phase, which may have one or two pulses as selected. The  double Beep It indicates the end of the welding phase, which may have one or two pulses as selected. The  double Beep It indicates the end of the welding 

phase. The cycle between these acoustic signals is supported by the written visual signaling.

DURING THE CYCLE WELDING DO NOT OPEN THE CLAMP AND MOVE UP THE PROCESS.

When this cycle without recognition of any alarms or faults is proposed that read:

this indicates the inhibition of the appliance to a new welding up to return to the ready state, this time allows to 

the tips of the pliers to extract the heat generated by the impulse from the abutments.

CAUTION

It is very important that the caliper is not removed before the last signal

sound so worn out parts are cooled by the electrodes.

The return of the device in the ready state will be indicated only by the inscription:

also from 1 short beep sound. During the welding cycle not will be necessary to press the pedal for more than also from 1 short beep sound. During the welding cycle not will be necessary to press the pedal for more than also from 1 short beep sound. During the welding cycle not will be necessary to press the pedal for more than also from 1 short beep sound. During the welding cycle not will be necessary to press the pedal for more than also from 1 short beep sound. During the welding cycle not will be necessary to press the pedal for more than 

once and

not You will need to hold the same to finish the welding cycle.not You will need to hold the same to finish the welding cycle.
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17. Confirming the operation preventive

It is possible to make a preliminary verification of the system to exclude any abnormal operations in the field.

This verification provides a complete welding cycle without there being interposed abutment and thread to the 

gripper electrodes. 

You can run it whenever you wish, but we recommend using it after

long periods of inactivity unit.long periods of inactivity unit.

To perform the proper cycle in a manner to leave the gripper closed, with the electrodes in contact, to start the 

welding cycle and verify that the system completes the weld routines without detecting functional errors.

This simple check is sufficient to determine the functionality of the machine within the safety parameters and 

desired quality.

The system, in fact, through the readings of the generated values, is able to determine and report through 

signaling routine alarms, any malfunction detected. 
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18. Section SetUp

In this part of the menu contains the setting and control sections: welding data. Language 

selection. Volume adjustment. Touch screen calibration. Diagnostics.

To return to operating window, press "Back".
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language selection

In the menu you can select the languages implemented.

This leads to a display of all written in the selected language. 
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diagnostics

The values presented allow an overview of machine status, in particular provide data that can be useful in case 

of malfunction. Below is a summary explanation of quantities and displayed points
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battery voltage

Reading parameterized to the 

input voltage auxiliary 

temperature Reading

accumulator temperature 

Reading

Reading parameterized to the 

gripper resistance

State pliers: open or closed

State pedal: pressed or 

released



 

touch screen calibration

With the following procedure it is possible to realign any precision errors of the touch screen. Using an object 

with a rounded tip, press the two points that the device proposes in the various calibration steps.

When finished, press the screen to complete the procedure. 
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Displaying touch screen 

coordinates



 

if it is improperly executed, repeat the procedure again.
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volume adjustment

Through this button accesses the adjustment of the volume of the buzzer which deals with the acoustic signaling 

of all the phases of the machine.

Through the adjustment window it is possible to vary this intensity acting on the slider or on the "+" and "-" keys.

after adjusting to taste the buzzer volume, press " back "To return to the previous menu. The setting of the after adjusting to taste the buzzer volume, press " back "To return to the previous menu. The setting of the after adjusting to taste the buzzer volume, press " back "To return to the previous menu. The setting of the 

volume level will be maintained even after the switching off of the welding machine.
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welding data

in this window are proposed:

- The device model.

- The version of the installed software.

- The number of welding carried out.

- The name of the device distributor

- The distributor contacts.

19. Maintenance and periodic checks

The intraoral welder " JD WELD " It does not require any special maintenance. Below periodic The intraoral welder " JD WELD " It does not require any special maintenance. Below periodic The intraoral welder " JD WELD " It does not require any special maintenance. Below periodic 

testing useful to prevent malfunction.

- It is recommended that a cable verification of the gripper and of the mains cable, in order to avoid incisions or 

cuts can discover the conductor. In this case replace damaged cables immediately.

-Clean surfaces that do not require the disinfection treatment of water with a damp cloth and non-aggressive 

detergent, do not use solvents.

In addition to these tests the product of accessories "JD WELD" can be verified functionally through the routine 

described in the paragraph " Confirming the operation preventive "The components used in the product allows described in the paragraph " Confirming the operation preventive "The components used in the product allows described in the paragraph " Confirming the operation preventive "The components used in the product allows 

its use for over 10 years.
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20. Disinfection and Sterilization

After and before each use on a new patient, follow the instructions for proper sterilization of 

parts: CLAMP

To maintain the hygienic safety level is necessary to disinfect and sterilize spot gun after each use. Such 

a clamp is constructed with materials that allow a maximum number of 1000 sterilization cycles with the a clamp is constructed with materials that allow a maximum number of 1000 sterilization cycles with the a clamp is constructed with materials that allow a maximum number of 1000 sterilization cycles with the 

values given below. 

- For the cleaning and disinfection, use a gauze or cotton soaked in ethyl alcohol 70% v / ..

-Sterilize a steam autoclave at 135 ° C, 2.2 Bar for 20 minutes or in accordance with the provisions of Sterilize a steam autoclave at 135 ° C, 2.2 Bar for 20 minutes or in accordance with the provisions of Sterilize a steam autoclave at 135 ° C, 2.2 Bar for 20 minutes or in accordance with the provisions of 

the protocols and / or regulations according to individual national legislation. Before sterilization:

- disconnect the clamps from cables

- not use ultrasonic cleanersnot use ultrasonic cleaners

- not sterilize the device with dry heat sterilizersnot sterilize the device with dry heat sterilizers

- not leave the gripper in an autoclave at the end of cyclenot leave the gripper in an autoclave at the end of cycle

- Periodically check the autoclave according to the manufacturer's specifications 

- Sterilization temperatures beyond the limit indicated may damage the device

After sterilization, verify that the clamp is completely dry, otherwise, arrange for its drying.
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OTHER COMPONENTS:

The other parts contained in the package, not being in direct contact with the patient, should be cleaned 

and disinfected using specific non-abrasive products or solvents. We recommend the use of a 70% solution of 

ethyl alcohol or proven effective disinfectants

21. Errors and Troubleshooting

The intraoral welder JD WELD through the internal microprocessor it is able to detect malfunctions of the system The intraoral welder JD WELD through the internal microprocessor it is able to detect malfunctions of the system The intraoral welder JD WELD through the internal microprocessor it is able to detect malfunctions of the system 

in order to allow a safe operation and optimum success of the welding process.

These operating errors can be of various types and have different consequences on the system, both during the 

anomaly permanence that during the reset thereof.

Alarm activation is signaled acoustically as well as visually. Below, the table with the meaning of the written 

amount, here you can also find possible causes and resolutions of the malfunction.

If the problem persists you should contact customer service indicated in cap.23. Any intervention by unqualified 

or unauthorized void your warranty.

The manufacturer is not liable for damage caused by tampering with the instrument by unauthorized 

persons; tampering will lose any right to claim.

TABLE ALARMS

Error detected Cause return type by 

alarm 

Solution

implemented

CLAMP OPEN Detection of welding 

gun open after the 

pressure of the 

pedal

At the closure of the 

alarm automatically 

retracts grippers.

If the alarm persists check 

the correct connection of the 

clamp cables - if the problem 

persists, contact customer 

support.
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ERR.SALDATURA Detection welding 

poorly executed after 

the welding cycle 

through the 

accumulator residual 

voltage

The alarm is only after the 

pressure of the LCD 

screen by the operator 

after the complete 

automatic discharge of the 

accumulator. This ensures 

that the operator has 

taken note of the problem.

Run a welding only with 

closed grippers (without 

abutments) and verify that the 

problem does not persist. If 

the problem persists contact 

customer service.

OVER TEMP battery temperature 

detection

The alarm is automatically 

the return of the 

temperature detected 

within the expected range. 

Not it is possible to reset Not it is possible to reset 

by the operator

Turn off the welding machine 

and let it cool. Turn, if the 

problem persists, contact 

customer support.

ALL VAUX Detection of auxiliary 

voltage out of the 

correct range.

The alarm is automatically 

with the tension within the 

required parameters. 

Not it is possible to reset Not it is possible to reset 

by the operator 

Power cycle the welding 

machine, if the problem 

persists, contact customer 

support.

POWER FAULT Detection failure 

accumulator charge

The alarm is only after the 

pressure of the LCD 

screen by the operator. 

This ensures that the 

operator has taken note of 

the problem.

Run a welding only with 

closed grippers (without 

abutments). If the problem 

persists contact customer 

service.

In the event that the solutions proposed in the section are not sufficient to solve problems, the equipment must 

be returned to an authorized repair center or to the manufacturer.

The manufacturer shall provide on request of the authorized repair center all the documents necessary to 

repair the intraoral welder " JD WELD ".repair the intraoral welder " JD WELD ".repair the intraoral welder " JD WELD ".
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22. Transport and storage

The intraoral welder JD WELD is an electronic product with a LCD screen in glass, for this reason, the original The intraoral welder JD WELD is an electronic product with a LCD screen in glass, for this reason, the original The intraoral welder JD WELD is an electronic product with a LCD screen in glass, for this reason, the original 

packaging must be kept in good condition and reused for each transport of the product. 

During transport enter the necessary equipment also in packaging: caliper, cables and pedal taking care of 

their accommodation in the housing together with the intraoral welder. 

Do not use unsuitable packaging to transport the product.

Follow the instructions indicated on the packaging label (see chapter of the manual) about the relative 

humidity, temperature and atmospheric pressure for proper storage and transport.

23. Technical support service

JDentalCare Ltd.

Via the Dart board, 41 / N 41122 

Modena Italy Phone: +39 059 

454255 FAX: +39 059 450 045 

Email: info@jdentalcare.com Email: info@jdentalcare.com 

www.jdentalcare.com

Ennebi Elettronica srl Via Giovanni XXIII, 13 

22060 Novedrate - Como Italy Phone: +39 

031 790005 Email: info@ennebielettronica.com 031 790005 Email: info@ennebielettronica.com 

www.ennebielettronica.com

The technical support will provide wiring diagrams and as needed for the user qualified personnel to repair 

parts considered repairable by the manufacturer.
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24. Product Compliance Document

Declaration of Conformity

DIRECTIVE 93/42 / EEC Annex II.3 and subsequent updates

MEDICAL DEVICES

THE MANUFACTURER

ENNEBI ELECTRONIC SRL

HEAD OFFICE VIA GIOVANNI XXIII, 13 22060 Novedrate - COMO

DECLARES ON HIS RESPONSIBILITY 'THAT THE PRODUCT

WELDING FOR INTRAORAL ELETTROSALDATURE PLANTS ON TITANIUM MODEL

JD WELD

N ° series ................................. ..

E 'IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS OF ANNEX I COMMUNITY DIRECTIVE

93/42 / EEC IMPLEMENTED IN ITALY WITH THE DL 46 February 24, 1997 AND SUBSEQUENT UPDATE AS 

AMENDED BY DIRECTIVE 2007/47 / EC IMPLEMENTED IN ITALY WITH DL. 37

of January 25, 2010 

AND ALSO 'DECLARE THAT THE SAME AND' MADE IN COMPLIANCE

EN 60601-1 (2006), EN 60601-1-2 (2007) - AND BELONGS TO

ELECTRICAL SAFETY CLASS: I, PARTY OF TYPE BF APPLIED

CLASS DIR 93/42 / EEC: IIA

applied Rule: 6 

Notified Body: 

No. 0068 - RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND TESTING M. MASININo. 0068 - RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND TESTING M. MASININo. 0068 - RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND TESTING M. MASINI

Via Moscova, 11 20017 Rho (MI) Italy

Ennebi Electronics Ltd. the administrator

Via Giovanni XXIII, 13 Temporin Stefano

22060 - Novedrate - Como web -Italy: www.ennebielettronica.it22060 - Novedrate - Como web -Italy: www.ennebielettronica.it

PI 02513320966 Novedrate, the .....................

___________________________________________________________________
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